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a b s t r a c t

We present a two dimensional planar extrinsic chirality metamaterial (2D-ECM) design that has strong
circular dichroism (CD) in the visible spectrum range rather than usual near-infrared and terahertz range.
The 2D-ECM is theoretically investigated by incident beam angles and meta-molecules unit sizes in
visible spectrums. Physical mechanism was illustrated in figures of vector directions in electric field.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Circular dichroism (CD) is characterized by the differential
absorption of right circularly polarized (RCP) light and left circu-
larly polarized (LCP) light, and is related to polarization effect
which can determine optical activity [1,2]. Circular dichroism
spectroscopy has been widely used to gain information about
biomolecule, DNA [3–5] and organic compounds [6]. Nano-
particles obtained strong CD in the geometry and composition of
a chiral molecule [7–9]. CD was observed in double layers [10],
mutually twisted unconnected layers [11], and single-layered gold
sawtooth gratings [12] of chiral planar metamaterials at near-
infrared wavelengths. Using terahertz frequency, optical activity
and coupling effects can generate and assist CD [13,14]. A three-
dimensional chiral metamaterial of mutually twisted planar metal
patterns generated giant CD in parallel planes due to negative
index of refraction [15]. In non-chiral metamaterials, optimized
unit cell structure can improve the peak point of CD [16], and
elliptical nano-holes array allows to observe CD in visible spec-
trum [17]. In this paper, we report that two dimensional planar
extrinsic chirality metamaterial (2D-ECM) can generate strong CD
at visible spectrums using electric distribution of Floquet modes in
CST (computer simulation technology) microwave studio software.
The structure of the 2D-ECM contains a silver single layer structure
ll rights reserved.
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on a borosilicate glass substrate. The refractive index and extinc-
tion coefficient of silver is changed by wavelengths, and measured
at visible wavelengths [18]. The dielectric material of a borosilicate
glass (N-BK7) is used for a thick substrate, and the data of the
refractive index is obtained [19].
2. Methods

The transmission of RCP and LCP can be mathematically
defined in a 2�2 t-matrix as [20]
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where ‘+’ and ‘� ’ are symbols for RCP and LCP incident beams,
respectively. The matrix is combined by transmission (T) and
incident (I) beam. t++ and t�� correspond to the transmission
amplitude of RCP (I+) and LCP (I�) incident beams. t+� and t�+ are
calculated by the conversion between RCP and LCP. The incident
electric field (Ein) and transmission electric field (Eout) are related
to the t-matrix, where LCP and RCP indicate subscripts+and – as
defined [20]:

Eouti ¼ tijE
in
j ð2Þ

and the Circular dichroism (CD) of LCP and RCP is mathematically
defined as [20,21]

CD¼ jtþþj2� jt��j2 ð3Þ
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Fig. 1. Asymmetric unit cell structure (U¼250 nm) of a borosilicate glass substrate
(H¼1000 nm) and silver unit cells (T¼20 nm and W¼40 nm). n is the direction of
vector perpendicular to the unit cell. k is the direction of the incident beam, and
emits along the relative x axis. α is angle of the incident beam, and is calculated by
the direction of incident beam k to z axis.

Fig. 2. Comparison of CD in the 250 nm unit cell between different incident beam
angles as α¼7801, 7711, 7201 and 01 at wavelengths (λ) between 450 nm and
800 nm. The maximum CDs are in Table 1.

Fig. 3. Dependence of CD on the wavelengths (λ) between 450 nm and 800 nm for
100 nm unit cell with α¼771, 150 nm unit cell with α¼581, 200 nm unit cell with
α¼451, 250 nm unit cell with α¼711, and 300 nm unit cell with α¼571. The
maximum CDs are in Table 2. Highly oscillated curves are removed in U¼250
and 300.

Table 1
aaaaa250 nm unit cell with various angles, wavelengths and CD.
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CD¼ jTLCP j � jTRCP j ð4Þ
CD spectrum was simulated by modern finite integrate techni-

que (FIT) in frequency domain. Different angles of oblique incident
beams were applied in the unit cell. The spectrum was demon-
strated and compared between LCP and RCP. The 2D-ECM design
consists of unit cells of 20 nm thick silver layer on a 1000 nm thick
borosilicate glass substrate as shown in Fig. 1. The borosilicate
glass substrate is dielectric substrate which can help to break
mirror symmetry so optical activity can be boosted [22]. At vertical
incident beam (α¼01), it forms mirror image because the asym-
metric unit cell structure has the same direction as incident beam
so it is not 3D-chiral. However, at tilted incident beam (α≠01),
the asymmetric unit cell structure is transformed into extrinsically
3D-chiral as it is not mirror image between LCP and RCP [13]. The
2D-ECM forms unit cell boundary condition in x and y dimensions,
and open boundary condition in z dimension. The unit cell
boundary condition is quite similar to the periodic boundary
condition but when open boundaries are perpendicular such as
using waveguide ports, the unit cell boundary condition
approaches Floquet modes. Oblique incident beams of LCP and
RCP propagates into z dimension using waveguide ports. The
waveguide ports support to calculate returning power using
S-parameters.
Angle (α, deg) Optimized wavelength (λ, nm) Transmission spectrum (CD)

0 It does not appear It does not appear
20 710.90 0.1602
71 726.36 0.4914
80 710.06 0.3438

Table 2
Different sizes of unit cells with optimized angles, wavelengths and CD.

Unit cell size
(U, nm)

Optimized angle
(α, deg)

Optimized
wavelength (λ, nm)

Transmission
spectrum (CD)

100 77 545.45 0.1345
150 58 598.80 0.1976
200 45 651.47 0.2750
250 71 726.36 0.4914
300 57 781.25 0.5627
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows CD spectrum of the 250 nm unit cell in wave-
lengths between 450 nm and 800 nm at various incident angles of
α¼01, 7201, 7711 and 7801. In wavelengths below 610 nm, the
spectrum curves are highly oscillating. This is because of strong
optical diffraction associated with the unit cell [20], which may
lead to disturbance and diffraction of the oblique incident beams
in the layer of the unit cell. Above 610 nm wavelengths, the
spectrum curves change smoothly because the optical diffraction
is negligible. The maximum CD peaks were 0.4914 at 726.39 nm
visible wavelength occurring at angles α¼711, where is the highest
difference between LCP and RCP. It shows that 711 tiled incident
beams of LCP and RCP may have distinctive interactions between
electric and magnetic dipoles, which may generate most clear
optical activity. CD did not appear at 01 oblique incident
beams because the projection of electric and magnetic moment
is symmetrically the same between LCP and RCP [23]. It means
that the location and magnitude of electric and magnetic dipoles
could be the same. The 7201, 7711 and 7801 were intersected
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and no CD value at 770 nm, 760 nm, and 740 nm wavelengths,
respectively. At intersected wavelength points, the magnitude of
LCP and RCP could be quite similar so CD was not generated. In
addition, three different angles of CD can have similar curve
Table 3
Different widths of 250 nm unit cell with optimized angles, wavelengths and CD.

Width
(W)

Optimized angle
(α, deg)

Optimized wavelength
(λ, nm)

transmission
spectrum (CD)

24 63 599.63 0.1878
28 55 621.30 0.2635
32 45 650.05 0.2762
40 71 726.36 0.4914

Fig. 4. Electric field with streamline and vector direction in the 250 nm unit cell bou
substrate, T¼20 nm thickness, and W¼32 nm width of silver at (a), (b) α¼711 and (c),
patterns but the peak and intersected position were various. It
might cause optical activity with particular oblique incident
beams. Different wavelengths of oblique incident beams can
determine different locations of electric and magnetic diploes
while k vector penetrates into the extrinsically 3D-chiral.

A comparison between 100 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm, 250 nm, and
300 nm unit cells is presented in Fig. 3. It demonstrates that the
different sizes of unit cells can determine the peak position of a
wavelength and magnitude of CD. When the unit cell size is
shrunk, the maximum CD is decreased and the peak wavelength is
shifted to smaller wavelengths. Otherwise, increasing unit cell size
generates the reverse effect. The effects may cause different
electric and magnetic moments on the surface of the 2D-ECM.
The bigger unit cell (U) and wider structure (W) can generate
ndary condition using Floquet modes with 1000 nm height of borosilicate glass
(d) 01 of incident beam, with λ¼726.36 nm between LCP and RCP.
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higher electric and magnetic energies because the optical activity
can have more active resulting in the electric and magnetic
diploes. Furthermore, the position and power of magnetic and
electric dipoles may be relocated at diverse angles of oblique
incident beams. As a result, the magnitude of LCP and RCP is not
the same in the 2D-ECM. The 300 nm unit cell has the biggest CD
but it is out of the visible spectrum so the 250 nm unit cell has the
biggest CD in visible spectrum. Various unit cell sizes with
Maximum CDs and these of diverse angles are presented in
Table 2. It is an agreeable result that the 2D-ECM can generate
giant CD compared to planar chiral split-ring metamaterials
(CD¼0.04 in GHz) [21] and planar non-chiral elliptical nano-
holes array metamaterials (CD¼0.12 in visible spectrum) [17].
The 100 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm, 250 nm, and 300 nm unit cells have
the optimized angles at α¼771, 581, 451, 711, and 571, respectively.
Optimized angles are dependent of unit cell sizes because the
electric and magnetic dipoles may be located in different positions,
so different forces of optical activity may be generated in the
varied unit cells. The 250 nm unit cell is demonstrated with varied
width of the ECM in Table 3. It includes maximum CDs, that of an
angle and a wavelength. It shows that optimized unit cell structure
can control a peak and that of a wavelength of CD. The maximum
CDs are 0.1878, 0.2635, 0.2762, and 0.4914 at W¼24, 28, 32, and
40, respectively. The narrow width can shrink the total size of
silver unit cells so that the area of dipoles may be diminished. As a
result, the wavelength of maximum CDs can be determined by
unit cell size, and the bigger unit cell size can shift to higher
wavelength. The area of the 2D-ECM can affect the wavelength of
CD and CD value. The larger area could have strong CD but the
wavelength of CD could be also increased. Strong optical activity
may not generate in the narrow width and small size of unit cells
as it may reduce the energy of surface plasmon on the 2D-ECM.
Thus, U¼250 and W¼40 can be optimized CDs in visible
spectrum.

A comparison of LCP and RCP is presented in electric field using
CST raw data with Matlab coding as shown in Fig. 4. 711 tilted and
vertical incident beam was applied in electric field. The four unit
cells were monitored simultaneously between LCP and RCP. In the
vertical incident beam (01 oblique incident beam), the LCP states of
unit cells are symmetrically opposite to that of RCP. It means that
the electric interaction of unit cells is almost same between LCP
and RCP so optical activity did not appear in CD spectrum. In 711
tilted incident beam, the distribution of positive and negative
charges is different in LCP and RCP. Such as the row of unit cells is
quite same but the column of unit cells has different locations in
positive and negative charges. As a result, CD is obtained by
trapped energy in resonance during polarization conversation
[24]. The electric interaction between LCP and RCP can generate
different electric flows in the unit cells. Thus, giant CD can be
generated by the different energy distribution between LCP and
RCP in tilted incident beams. It can be also related to different
magnitudes of CD, and that of an optimized angle and a wave-
length. Furthermore, The unit cell structure can affect actual
coupling aspects [25] so the interaction between neighboring unit
cells may cause main reason of strong CD.
4. Conclusions

In visible spectrum, we show that the 2D-ECM can have strong
CD at angled incident beam due to critical interactions between
positive and negative charges in LCP and RCP. The strong CD may
be obtained by different neighboring interactions of unit cells
between LCP and RCP. In vertical incident beam, CD is not
generated because the interactions of unit cells are identically
same as LCP and RCP. The size of unit cell (U) and width (W) can
increase the wavelength and magnitude of CD but it will lead out
range of visible spectrum. The CD of the 2D-ECM is significantly
affected by incident beam angles and meta-molecules unit sizes.
Moreover, such strong CD can open up bio-molecular detecting
systems and vibration sensors at visible spectrums because the
detecting system works better with strong CD. Thus, sensitive
biological samples may be applied in the 2D-ECM such as the
identification of DNA or virus.
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